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Anreise ins Gastland (Empfehlungen, Schwierigkeiten)
Travelling to the host country (recommendations, difficulties)

Leben im Gastland (Kultur, Unterkunft, Öffentlicher Transport, Essen, Lebenskosten)
Life in the host country (culture, accommodation, public transport, food, costs of living)
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Bei Auslandsstudien: Reflektion über das Studium
(Lehrveranstaltungen, Sprache, Lehrende, Studierende, Auslandsbüro an der Gastuniversität)
Bei Auslandspraktika: Reflektion über das Praktikum 
(Art des Unternehmens, Arbeitsaufgaben, Betreuung)

Study Mobilities: reflection on the study program 
(courses, language, teachers, students, International Office at the host university)
Traineeship Mobilities: Reflection on the internship program 
(Type of enterprise, work tasks, support)

Die Übermittlung des UFG-Reports an das International Office gilt gleichzeitig 
als Bestätigung dafür, dass der/die BerichtslegerIn mit der eventuellen 

Veröffentlichung auf der Website der Kunstuniversität einverstanden ist. 
Sollte die Verfasserin/der Verfasser damit nicht einverstanden sein,  

ist dies ausdrücklich im UFG-Report festzuhalten.

The submission of the UFG report to the International Office is at the same time  
confirmation that the author of the report agrees to its possible publication on  
the website of the University of Art and Design. If the author does not agree,  

this must be explicitly stated in the UFG report.
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	Text1: Painting Department
	Text2: Estonian Academy of Arts 
	Text3: Painting Department
	Text4: Estonia/ Tallinn
	Text5: 4. semester 
	Text6: I lived in a shared flat which was perfect for me because I got to know a lot of people already at the beginning. The accommodation was called Euphoria and it was a building with 5 shared flats in total. Every shared flat had between 3 and 4 flatmates. The building had also one common space where you could make events like dinners or movie nights. I'm not sure if I would really reccomend my accommodation because it was a bit to expensive comparing to the condition of my appartment in my point of view. I paid 400€ per month but the appartment was really old, dirty and in bad conditions. But it was very central, so the location was great. 
I know from friends that living in the doorms was really cheap but you have to share your room with somebody else. 
To look for accommonation I recommend to check facebook groups like: International students of EKA, Erasmus in Tallinn/ accommodation 
In Estonia facebook is the common social media platform for almost everything (messenger,events, accommodation etc.) 
Public transport is for free in Tallinn. 
Accommodation costs are kind of the same as in Linz. 
Groceries are more expensive then in Linz. 

	Text7: I took the plane from Vienna to Tallinn. I flew with Finnair and had to change in Helsinki. The better option is to fly with Ryanair because they have very cheap flights and direct flights from Vienna to Tallinn. (But I didn't know that at the time I booked my flight to Tallinn and skyscanner didn't show me flights by Ryanair. I recommend to check the webiste of Ryanair)
	Text8: I had a list with optional courses that I could chose from for my semester but it was really easy to also get into other courses that were not listed for international students. You just had to ask the teachers and communicate it with the Erasmus+ coordinator. 
All the courses of the optinal course list were hold in english. 
I just had one course in the painting department which was a supervison over the semester. We had to make a big scale painting and the size was already given. I had regular meetings every week with 3 different teachers which was great for me because it motivated me a lot to keep on track with my work.We had one big painting studio which we shared with all the painting students. We were able to use the studio from 9am - 11pm. (Painting department at EKA is much smaller then our in Linz). 
It was really easy to connect with all the other international students because you had courses with them together and EKA organized a lot of events for the Erasmus students which was really great. However, coming into contact with local students was more a challenge for me. 
The international Office at the host university was great and always helpful!
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